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ABOUT FLIGHTS
Flights is the literary magazine of Sinclair Community College. It is
published annually and appears in the fall of each year. Information and
additional copies are available from the English Department. Send
inquiries to: kathryn.geiselman@sinclair.edu, or call 937.512.3078.
We accept submissions of poetry, fiction and creative nonfiction. We
may on occasion accept work that falls into other genres, but please
query before submitting outside of our usual genres. Our reading period
extends from October to April of each year. Work received outside of
the reading period or via standard mail will not be read. Submissions
should be sent through our online submissions manager, Submittable,
which can be found at our website: www.flightsscc.wordpress.com.
Submissions should be double-spaced with one-inch margins. Email
submissions will be accepted only from Sinclair students, faculty and
staff, and must come from a sinclair.edu email address. If you submit
via email, please put "Flights Submission" in the subject line and send
your work as a .docx attachment. For more information about
submissions and to read previous issues, please visit our website.
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Cover Art: 9 Doves
JES MCMILLAN (Dayton, OH) has been creating mosaics for

over 22 years. In 2015, she founded the Mosaic Institute of
Greater Dayton, whose mission is to inspire, empower and
unify the community through art. Recent public art projects
include the commemorative Historic Walking Tour mosaics in
Miamisburg; the Unity Gem, created by over a thousand
Daytonians during Art in the City; and the Bee Games in
Haverstick of Kettering, Ohio. McMillan received degrees in
Industrial Design and Applied Arts from Point Park University
and The Art Institute of Pittsburgh. She is a powerful force in
community connection and leading high quality, large scale
collaborative works.
9 Doves was a therapeutic first response to the 2019 Oregon
district tragedy. The many thoughts and feelings we
experienced as a community and as individuals reside in this
piece, a time capsule recording the intimate handwritten
messages and prayers to nine murdered Daytonians. With
pieces of our grief, we have honored those we have lost in the
most beautiful way we could: together.
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CATHY ALLMAN
E=MC Squared
My thoughts ping away
from each unanswered e-mail.
One note says a friend’s daughter
was hit by a car. The driver fled.
My turn to respond. Where are the words?
Another message wants
to reach my husband
back in his hometown
with his friend who’s been hospitalized
all winter, organs failed, repaired, failed
weeks morph to months.
Next e-mail—a real estate link
for the house we sold two years ago—
reroofed, refloored, restaged.
I don’t know it anymore.
I vibrate back and forth,
scatter from note to story—
all displaced equilibrium.
My teacher said E is energy,
kinetic energy is mass at rest.
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In my AARP years of rest,
this tropical landscape
converts my mass.
The variable E no longer me—
not the me I know.
That physical entity changed
by some reaction, chemical—
chardonnay on the beach at sunset
my days fade to sherbet sky,
and wait for words from the wave crash.
It’s my turn to click reply
though my silence has fused
like hydrogen atoms meld to helium,
triggered at twice the speed of light
into fire called sun and stars.
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The Unoptioned in an Abandoned Vault
She needed to suspend her disbelief
while sharp sprockets clicked
through holes tracked on the edge
of her film backlit onto a white wall
in the black room of her mind.
She had puzzled over how
to write her story,
how to speak about hunger
without flirting with famine.
She never fully knew
the force of her creation,
but she prayed to that void
and stayed silent about spilled
regret as the story scrolled
from frame to frame.
Broken bones, smashed car,
daughter walking down the aisle
on her father’s arm—beautiful but a loss.
Cuts failed. Shots blurred
because the light from take to take
didn’t match. The star who played her
forgot to remove her watch.
The actor who pretended
to be the hero was too old.
And the role of the foe
miscast to that angry comedian.
12

MARK BELAIR
The Sweeper
A custodian
sweeps his sidewalk
early one morning, clearing it
of leaves, twigs and cigarette butts
with the same head-down, centuries-old motion
assumed to resume life
after war bombings, earthquakes and floods,
his motions slow as a monk’s, repetitions
that hold a respectful—even reverential—
appreciation for his negligible pile.
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KATE BRUCE
Mother III (from a series of poems about my mother’s death)
Months later, alone on the patio
Playing with a brush fire
Stoking with my poker, an old rake handle
Remembering
Your love of flame
How we sat on the old
Couch, threw all things combustible onto the
Grate, topped it with
Logs, staring we sat and sat
Only I, only you, together we felt
Warmth, watched as smoke rose
Coals formed, lights and shadows moved about our
Lined faces.
Howl I heard how dad hit you in dark
Morning bruises told the truth
Not to mention your mouth a
Seething smile
Smoldering I tried in vain to
Smother my ears.
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Near black, crackles and sizzles sounded
Ghostly smoke flew,
Below, thin streaks glowed for a long, long time
Then suddenly the cave burst in
Orange and blue
Light
Consuming, perhaps, a
Loving silence.
It comes as no surprise
You wanted
Cremation.
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ABBY CAPLIN
Searching for Robin Williams
Do I perform sometimes in a manic style? Yes. Am I manic all the time? No.
Do I get sad? Oh yeah. Does it hit me hard? Oh yeah.

—Robin Williams

In the dark, I climbed down
the metal escape ladder I’d bought
if the house caught fire and the staircase
clogged with smoke, pulled by a tune I knew
I’d heard before but couldn’t think from where.
The road was lit by twin halos of moon
and streetlight as I headed down 19th Avenue
past closed gas stations, past Golden Gate
Park’s slumbering cypresses and Clement Street’s
shuttered markets, to the bridge on-ramp,
where I couldn’t make out its crimson towers
for all the fog swirling and cars whizzing by,
but now I knew the tune, that voice.
It was Phil Ochs singing—
And I won’t be running from the rain when I’m gone,
And I can’t even suffer from the pain when I’m gone,
Can’t say who’s to praise and who’s to blame when I’m gone.
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I looked for Robin in the tunnel named for him,
in the electric noise and headlights so blinding
I couldn’t see my own hand, escaping it
for the silence of Marin County, where I stole
past Sausalito’s darkened tourist shops
to the pier, where the boat Omphale once rested –
a barnacle-encrusted home to the lost,
whose hearts hurt, who rested in The Way of Zen.
I stared into the black bay water and saw
those other times when I’d scan Haight Street,
hoping to spot Robin behind his fake beard,
trying to be, thinking we’d order
breakfast at the People’s Café,
stay forever.
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HOLLY DAY
Poise
She walked away from the room numb
oblivious to the days that would come after,
there would be consequences
to letting them touch her, she knew
there would be some. There would be
voices in the dark for years, flashbacks of hands
the sink of dread at the click of a door latched shut
sleepless nights. If I could have been there
I could have told her that even this all goes away
tell her about the better men she would meet
the children she would have, the way her husband
would hold her in his arms while they slept
years into their marriage. I would tell her
not to worry, not to regret
the singular, awfulness of that one short afternoon
that all roads, for her
would still lead to perfection.
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A Test of Vows and Strength
If a voice in the middle of the night demanded
you offer up the life of your child, would you
gently wake your sleeping child, tell him or her
“Get dressed, you’re going to meet God.”?
Would you put our daughter in the back of the car, her eyes
still blurry from sleep, tell her to put her seat belt on
as you quietly pull out of the drive
and turn the car towards the mountains? Would you
think of waking me before you left
tell me this new story about God’s will
or would you hold your breath and carry your shoes
as you sneak out the door, a finger on your lips
in case our son tries to call out?
Or would you defy the command, close your ears
to the voice that promises miracles if you comply
or pile guilt on you for past gifts and love
until you half-relent, immediately
regretting and retracting the promise of sacrifice?
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The Old Green One
I will make you a music box from a porn star
fill her insides with gears and whistles, a key
that comes out of her navel for turning
in the hot summer sun
or under the stars at night.
When our daughter is older, I will explain the porn star
in the basement, tucked away with your dirty magazines
your crumpled, dented trombone. I will tell her how even music
can be base and indecent, and all that I know
about lonely breasts and constellations.
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Two Minutes Thirteen Seconds
Years later, when all was forgiven, Jacob
would have Esau over for dinner
to share some of the good fortune that continued to come his way
long after one would have expected.
They would sit around their father’s blessing and reminisce
about the good old days, before this thing had come between them
this glistening, sparkling promise of security
that could only be given once, to one person, at one specific time.
Sometimes, when he thought Jacob wasn’t looking,
Esau would try to touch the blessing
would throw pillowcases and handkerchiefs over it in an attempt
to steal it for himself. When this didn’t work, he’d find the solace he sought
in his brother’s wife, late at night. She never minded his rough, hairy hands
the thick pelt of fur on his neck and face,
the odor of goat that clung to his body.
The weight of debt that hung between the two of them
was enough to pacify all of the regret.
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Clockwise
My days have been planned even before I
open my eyes. I get up
fix breakfast for the hungry mouths
gaping like a nest of baby birds.
While they eat, I make lunch
spread peanut butter on bread
and send my little flock out the door to school.
I think about the pages
I could have written by now
in my imaginary life where I’m alone. I hear
my husband call me from the bedroom
says I must be horny because he
has a boner. I put the dream of quiet away
climb back into bed.
When I get back up, it’s time to start lunch
clean up the breakfast mess
put out new plates. Poems and stories start up as I move
only to die before I can get to pen and paper.
I put out lunch as my husband dresses for work
five hours into my day.
He heads to work as the kids come home
and it’s homework, and stories, and time for dinner
I can see the sun set out of the front window
as the kids get ready for bed.
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Someday my children will have homes of their own
and my office will be more than a cold storage room
but that day seems so far out of reach.
I hope I’m still here when it finally comes.
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DR. "WILD" BEN GOLDMAN
Anger at the Gourd
It’s time to revisit the source. The Wild Call Weekend was
born in a storm on January 23rd, 2016 in Merwinsburg, Pennsylvania
at the foot of the Pocono Mountains. The snowstorm was named
Jonas, the biggest on record to hit nearby Allentown, Harrisburg, and
Newark, as well as LaGuardia and JFK airports. Jonas Road and the
Town of Jonas are across from our cabin tucked in the woods.
It was Jonas himself (a.k.a. Jonah), who emerged transformed
after three days and nights in the belly of a whale, one of the world’s
foundational rite-of-passage myths. The Book of Jonah is rife with
the most powerful natural transformations (the very mission—minus
the whale—of the Wild Call Weekend). It’s read on Yom Kippur,
the holiest day of the Jewish year. It’s popular as a children’s tale,
retold in the Qur’an, and prefigures the resurrection of Christ. The
Hebrew name Yonah ( )יוֹנהmeans “dove,” a symbol of peace,
sacrifice, the Holy Spirit, and also what’s pulled from a magician’s
hat.
The story begins with a “mighty tempest in the sea.” Guess
what Jonah is doing during that storm? He’s “fast asleep” (precisely
when we change). The squall ceases only when Jonah’s shipmates
toss him overboard. And the whale, believe it or not, is transgender,
changing from male (dag gadol,  )ָדּג גּדוֹלas Jonah sits in its belly to
female (dagah,  )ָדּגָהwhen he’s expelled, according to Old
Testament scholar James Bruckner.
The story doesn’t end or begin there. Jonah gets into trouble
in the first place by refusing to go to Nineveh, part of modern-day
Mosul in Iraq where in 2014, ISIS militants destroyed Jonah’s
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ancient tomb. Nearly a million people were displaced by the ensuing
battle, and it remains in ruins to this day.
Once Jonah repented, it took him three days to cross that
great city, warning everybody of Nineveh’s forthcoming destruction.
They believed him. The king decreed as humbling a sacrifice as
imaginable: a citywide dry fast for all its inhabitants, animal as well
as human. As Jonah waits in distress for the outcome, sitting “on the
east side of the city” (the direction of change), a gourd grows over
his head, providing shade. But a worm then eats it, exposing Jonah to
“a vehement east wind” (again the East) and such heat from the sun
that he faints (again asleep). His anger at the gourd is so great he
wishes he would die. God asks Jonah (with supreme irony) why on
earth would he be so angry when he’d done nothing at all either to
grow or kill the gourd, both natural processes of change? Jonah was
like, why put me through all this grief if you were going to save the
people anyway? “I do well to be angry,” he says, “even unto death.”
Let’s return to our cabin in the woods. Across from Jonas is
the Town of Effort, the work that turns missions into impacts and
passages into meaningful next steps. Cutting right through it all is the
Pohopoco, “two mountains bearing down on each other,” in the
original Lenape language covering all of what is now Eastern
Pennsylvania, the entire State of New Jersey, the Hudson Valley,
including all of New York City and Western Long Island. This mere
creek turned the final glacial deposits of the last Ice Age into a
valley. Therein lies Merwinsburg, echoing the wizard of Arthurian
legend, squeezed between Jonas and Effort—the whale and the work
—amidst whiteout conditions and forty-mile-an-hour gusts where the
magic began in a snow-covered cabin. Quite the confluence of
people and adventures brought us here, and just as many possibilities
flow from this place, and from any place you may be.
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I want to tell you about the pond, which drains into the creek.
After losing many things dear to me, I realized I’m connected to this
pond. Especially at night when darkness shuts down like a lock in
the river, its cool liquid fills me. I came here as a boy. Water snakes
were everywhere, sunbathing on the rocks, hanging from trees. Our
dog, Happy, found a giant snapping turtle in the meadow. I carried it
by its furious tail—as big and strong as my little arms—back to my
mother, who made snapper soup. That meadow bursts with
amphibians in the spring. A wildly bent tree trunk looks like an
Indian trail tree but is more likely nature’s twisted reaction to where
the Pohopoco was dammed for an ice farm, a technology of old for
preservation, itself made obsolete by modern refrigeration.
Mating dragonflies, quaking aspens, beaver dams, black
bears, white tails, bats, woodpeckers, salamanders, moles, minnows
that suck salt off your toes, newts with the cutest orange spots, egg
sacks floating like gelatinous brains, martins that would dive bomb
if you called out my name, wild concords, blackberries, blueberries,
huckleberries and fraises des bois you can pick straight from the
lawn.
There was a party going on down there.
Since then, there’s been a slow, gradual decline. I haven’t
seen a snake or snapper in years, probably decades. The frogs
disappeared once too. As the water level fell, the milfoil took over,
an invasive Eurasian weed. Then the trout disappeared. Was it acid
rain and eutrophication, which suffocates water bodies over time, or
just a crack in the bentonite lining? Nobody knew for sure.
In my heart, I felt the sinking moistness, the sordid, moldy
emptying of life, aquatic and otherwise. I was desperate to avoid
another loss, wet grief soaking my flesh and bones. I tried every
imaginable way to plug the drain. Capping the outflow didn’t work.
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The pressure from thirty acre-feet of water couldn’t be contained by
jimmy rigging: twenty-foot geysers shot from the holes, hacksaws
snapped, pipe clamps sprung loose, tools went flying. Perfect
Facebook fails.
Finally, I dumped tarps and concrete and tractor tires and any
debris I could find to seal the old barrel that drops to the bottom of
the lake. It worked. The water slowly began to rise. The great blue
heron returned, so did the peepers. The spring-fed spillover gushed
once again into the Pohopoco, which feeds into the Beltzville Dam,
down the Lehigh Valley into the Delaware (another name for the
Lenape), past Philadelphia, where I was born, and Cape May and
into the Atlantic Ocean where it connects to the rest of the world, all
the way through the Straights of Gibraltar to Europe, across the
Mediterranean to Israel, a reverse of the centuries-old route that my
ancestors took to get me right here, right now. Or just a bit north and
east from that point of origin to Syria and Iraq, where today,
journalist Erin M. Saltman, who interviewed ISIS prisoners, found
their “recruitment plays upon desires of adventure, activism,
romance, power, belonging, along with spiritual fulfillment.” The
same could be said, I believe, for the causes of gun violence in our
cities, and even the thoughtless violence we’ve all done to the earth.
These are all echoes of Jonah’s suicidal anger, the cause of so
much human suffering and destruction throughout the ages. On this
very day as I write this sentence, October 16 in the year 1755, began
a series of deadly raids in Pennsylvania, including along the
Pohopoco, that epitomized the horrors of the French and Indian War.
Central Pennsylvania marked the western frontier of British
possessions at that time. The Lenape sided with the French, angered
by years of European settlers encroaching upon their traditional
lands, especially the fraudulent Walking Purchase of 1737 that stole
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the Lehigh Valley from them (which, I believe, would include my
pond). During the infamous Penn’s Creek massacre, the Lenape
killed or captured all but one of 26 settlers along a tributary to the
Susquehanna River, which led Benjamin Franklin to persuade the
Quaker province to abandon its pacifism and establish a compulsory
military force. Soon, Pennsylvania put bounties on Lenape scalps,
$130 for the men, $50 for the women, and even more for the scalps
of Lenape prisoners.
The desperate barbarity, opportunistic coalitions, and
betrayals on all sides were as bad as anything we see in the Middle
East and other conflict areas today. Globally, such carnage was far
worse back then than it is now, following the secular decline in
violence since the dawn of humanity as documented by psychologist
Steven Pinker. Except that view only considers acute acts of violence
between humans, not our chronic harms against all species on earth
(including ourselves). Pollution, the insidious violence of consumer
society, has been on the rise for centuries. Global warming is just
one indicator of the rampant toxicity we’ve injected into the
biosphere, justified as much by scripture as were so many of those
directly violent acts against other humans (called savages, infidels,
heathens, etc.). We’ve forgotten that along with subduing the earth,
being fruitful, multiplying, and having “dominion over the fish of the
sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that
moveth upon the earth,” we were also commanded to “replenish” it.
I’ve felt Jonah’s anger toward the gourd. When I was a child,
the gypsy moths invaded. Their hairy caterpillars were everywhere.
You couldn’t stand under a tree without one falling into your hair.
You couldn’t walk barefoot or rest against a tree without squishing
another. They boiled and crackled on the barbeque. Yuk! The blight
has defoliated over 80 million acres of trees in America since 1970,
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affecting the reproductive success of birds as well. We did
everything we could to kill them, including burning their eggs and
nests. They were so gross. I despised them. Then they disappeared.
One time, somebody began chopping down all the trees on
the north side of the pond. Whoever it was left a disgustingly weird
and colorful fungus on the stumps. Within just a month or two,
dozens of trees were felled. Then I saw the giant woodpile dumped
into the pond, and I knew who the lumberjack was: a beaver. That
pile of sticks infuriated me. I contacted a trapper before any more
damage could be done. I never met that destructive critter, and
there’s never been another since.
The giant blue spruce soon began to die. I loved those trees.
They really were blue, and there were so many that I let a friend dig
a small one up for his rooftop apartment in Manhattan’s Tenderloin
District. A giant leafy sumac was blocking the light from some of the
tallest and grandest of these spruces. Those sumacs grow from weeds
in abandoned lots, so fast they become trees before you know it.
They were sprouting up everywhere, flimsy and easy to snap. So, I
decided to chop it down. But this big one was hard. Very hard. I was
quite good with an axe, so it shouldn’t have taken more than an hour.
But it took days of chopping for it to fall. That’s when I noticed
something else strange. There were nuts in its canopy. Oh no. I had
killed a rare mature American butternut. All the blue spruce died
anyway. The rooftop one was the first to go.
For several years, I spent hours each weekend shoveling
goose poop. Just one duck can foul an entire pond, and these Canada
geese came in droves. We splashed, yelled, and threw rocks at them.
The dogs chased and barked at them. I bought plastic owls to scare
them. Nothing worked. They wouldn’t go away. That was the only
time I used the old hand-me-down rifle given to my mother and
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hidden inside a wall. The neighbors were very happy to have a
tractor-wagon full of fowl that winter.
Just last weekend, I spied a new stand of sumacs in the field.
Snip, snip, I began to lop them down before I noticed a colorful bug
I’d never seen before crawling on all the sumac stalks. I posted an
image of the pretty things on Facebook, and almost immediately
received comments saying, “Kill, kill, kill!” They were spotted
lanternflies, the scourge of Pennsylvania’s grape, fruit, and
hardwood industries, and the object of quarantine in 14 Pennsylvania
counties. I reported them immediately to the agricultural extension as
advised. So, instead of native sumacs, this meant they were the
invasive Tree-of-Heaven (Ailanthus altissima) brought to United
States from China in 1784, landing first in Philadelphia, just decades
after the Treaty of Easton ended the European invaders’ war with the
Lenape.
So many years after I murdered those caterpillars and trees,
the beaver and geese, I look back on that reactivity filled with
Jonah’s grief. I’ve done my best to preserve and replenish, but it
requires such presence to see beyond the instinctual cravings,
aversions, and ignorance at the root of human suffering. I mourn the
loss of nature, the beaver, the goose, the blue spruce, and butternut.
There are barely even bugs anymore.
To be present today, I spent several hours mowing half of a
four-acre field. I realize that’s how I’ve meditated since I was a boy,
although not on the same John Deere I used as a child. That burned
down along with the barn and the rental car, which is another story
entirely (the moral of which is don’t try to jump-start a tractor with a
rental car, unless you know what you’re doing and have multiple
insurance policies; another: it’s easy to entertain people without
trying, as long as you don’t mind being the butt of the joke).
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The mower is designed for golf courses, yellow with zero
radius. The old farming supply and general stores are long gone,
along with those old Pennsylvania Dutch farmers who ran them and
repaired the equipment with their throwback drawls and Dutch boy
haircuts that seemed both strange and ridiculous to me as a boy. But
they knew how to work the land, and don’t be fooled: Mowing a
field is violent work. Thousands of species killed within seconds.
Ragweed and Queen Anne’s Lace (the lace is long gone this time of
year), Buttercups and Black-Eyed Susans, brier patches trying to
establish a foothold (I hit them twice), and plants that look like dead
men’s lollipops, which I especially love.
My parents would have known names for dozens of them,
and to think when their parents were kids, more than 90% of
Americans lived in the rural countryside. I don’t know the names for
most of what I slaughtered and can barely get city and suburban
friends even to come out here anymore, for fear of ticks and poison
ivy, leaches and bears, cobwebs, peepers, bugs and bats, dirt and
pollen. For good measure, Duke the dog tried to catch and kill
anything that jumped from the weeds just for the fun of it: rabbits
and moles, praying mantises and butterflies. The wasps knew how
guilty I felt; they didn’t even bother to chase me after the mower
trampled their nest.
The twirling blades are my mantra, keeping me in tune with
everything as I slice and grind. It’s amazing all of the emotions the
mower man feels. Trepidation as the thick grasses rise above my
head; any second now, I could hit a rock or crash in a ground hog
hole (the ground hogs too are long gone, only their holes remain);
the nostalgia of my baby girl (gone too, now a son), her sleeping
warmth in my lap on a cold autumn day. She could drive it herself at
an early age, but with no appreciation for the utility of following a
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straight line—the Zamboni mandala is a magical thing, it bestows
wisdom and requires it too. I left the other half for him.
I cleared the field early this year, so there was much more life
to destroy. Usually, I wait till October when the green has mostly
gone, but I saw the farmer next door had already finished his, and
with only have half of a family half of the time, I filled the day by
myself, preventing nature from taking control. Bouncing and
bumping along while the monkey mind thinks of this and that, until
the field is cleared and all that is left is empty spaciousness, so
peaceful now, until everything grows back next year.
After hours of rumble, when the engine is cut, it’s like the
bell rings. I open my eyes, and today’s meditation is done.
Mostly, I live in the city, in the sixth-most densely populated
county in America, facing Manhattan, the single-most densely
populated county in America. The unofficial “mayor” of my block
told me yesterday he shot the skunk that inhabited our backyards
with a crossbow. No one will miss that varmint except my dog Max.
They argued every night. My neighbor admitted that’s also what
happened to the opossum and raccoon, the previous backyard
tenants, as well as the squirrels who harass his rafters. Thus went the
last vestiges of wildlife scampering about this urban place.
It’s all connected.
The names Pocono as well as Pohopoco, for example, are
both probably corruptions of pochkapochka or buchkabuchka, from
the original Eastern Algonquin languages the Lenape spoke,
meaning “two mountains bearing down upon each other with a
stream intervening.” It gets more confusing from there. The word
“lenape,” for example, means “human being,” which would have
included their European invaders too, and so the Delaware or
Lenapewihiituck is “the river of human beings.” Among the Lenni
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Lenape, the “original” or “true” people, there were three clans that
were sometimes at war with each other during their 10,000-year
history: the Wolf Clan (Tùkwsit or Monsi, who spoke Munsee), the
Turtle Clan (Pùkuwànko, who spoke Unami), and the Turkey Clan
(Pële or Unilachtigo). Only two elderly fluent speakers of these
unwritten ancient languages were still alive as of 2018, and none in
the United States.
Manhattan was the very first Native American place name
recorded by Europeans, and they may have originally meant the
place on the Hudson’s western bank now called Hoboken (Munsee
for “tobacco pipe”), just south of where I live in Weehawken
(variously translated from Munsee as a “place of gulls,” “rocks that
look like trees,” and “maize land”). Mannahatta, a spelling based on
the 1860 poem of that name by Walt Whitman, who “was asking for
something specific and perfect for my city, whereupon lo! upsprang
the aboriginal name,” is widely cited as meaning a “hilly island,” but
an earlier (still apt) translation, based on what the Dutch offered the
local inhabitants, was “the island where we all became intoxicated.”
Ives Goddard, widely considered the leading linguist on Algonquin
languages, however, says its original meaning was “the place where
we get bows,” reflecting the Lenape’s deep connection with and
knowledge of their environment. The hickory grove at the island’s
lower end was renowned throughout the land for the strongest,
toughest timber to make archers’ bows and warriors’ clubs.
Ah, those harmonics again.
Like my butternut, those hickories have long since been
destroyed, replaced by man-made environments that reach high
above the treetops. The place is now more valuable than anywhere
else on earth. No one would sing “Give it Back to the Indians”
anymore, as Rogers and Hart wrote during the Great Depression,
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except maybe the son of sculptor Louise Bourgeois (1911-2010),
who donated his $4 million home on Manhattan’s one-block-long
Weehawken Street to the Ramapough Lenape Nation.
I regret never attending one of his mother’s monthly salons,
called “Sunday, bloody Sundays,” for her pointed, humorous
critiques, which she generously hosted for emerging artists; instead,
I’ll be reading this essay at a nearby writers’ salon, just five blocks
away a week from Saturday. Bourgeois explored the architecture of
memory, rooted in her father’s Renaissance tapestry restoration
business, untangling the traumatic threads of early childhood,
culminating in her massive globe-trotting Maman spider sculpture.
She saw spiders as “friendly presences,” yet another creature so
many detest.
This is the proverbial belly of the beast. I don’t mean Wall
Street, or not only that. What’s with this anger against the gourd?
How strange that Jonah remains so angry so long after he emerged
from the belly alive. It’s still too close for comfort. This dark night
of the soul doesn’t end when we escape or subdue nature or watch it
die, or when we forget what we once knew about it, loved about it,
or kill all those who called it home. The anger instead becomes
suicidal. It becomes anger at ourselves, at our own nature. Our base
survival instincts can extinguish entire species, languages, and
peoples, including the Lenape, the human being. Mother Earth is
getting hot. It seems she’s angry too. I fear the silent spring is almost
upon us. I wanted this essay to be uplifting, but the belly won’t let
go.
Those bows were not for music but for hunting and war.
They had rosin but needed a gourd. We teeter and totter with
opposing forces. In the belly, it’s revolting, stuck in between.
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PETER GRANDBOIS
The Opposite of Words is Space
The dew crusted forest winks at me with morning’s first
light, calling me back. But I ignore it, planting my foot, or rather my
beak, firmly in this other world. The grubs in the green cedar siding
are just as juicy, the ants and termites just as fresh, the spiders every
bit as delicious, or so I tell myself. It’s time for a change. I have
lived too long in the forest. At least, that’s what my therapist says. I
wish I could say it was my own idea to move on. I wish I had that
kind of courage. But alas, I was told this step would be good for me.
I was also told to stop making holes. Of course, I had to eat.
My therapist acknowledged that. But you don’t need to make holes
to eat, at least not big ones. A little pecking here, a little hammering
there, and you can find all the larvae and bugs you want. It was my
need to make the holes deep, to make vast caverns within the trees
that was the problem. She said those hollow trees were a reflection
of my own emptiness. What do you say back to that? Nothing. Or at
least that’s what I said. A big fat nothing. That’s why I’m
hammering away at cedar shingles now. I’ve already drilled several
good holes, nests any family would want to live in. The problem is I
lost my family.
I should have seen it coming, should have known from the
thousand little fights, and worse should have seen the signs once we
stopped fighting, once we stopped caring enough to fight. “Hon, I’m
going to the meadow with some friends. You can do whatever you
want today,” my wife said on so many Sundays. Or, “Hon, I’ll be in
the birch grove today, everyone’s getting together to throw the
neighbors a baby shower. You have fun by yourself.” In the end, she
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said I spent too much time “working,” by which she meant I spent
too much time digging holes.
So, I sit on the side of this house, drilling here, drilling there.
Last week, I found the perfect spot. Tender wood. Grub filled. With
potential for expansion. And there’s a window to the right of it,
where I can take a break from the head pounding and look into
another world, while still maintaining my foothold on the shingles.
The window opens to a family room with a couch, two reclining
chairs, a fireplace, and a TV set. There’s a man sitting in one of the
recliners facing the window. He’s been there nearly every day. He
doesn’t seem to do much except sit there staring at the computer
screen on his laptop and occasionally typing. Once in a while he
picks up the cell on the armrest and looks at that, too. Maybe he’s
working. I don’t know. Sometimes, a dog enters the room from the
adjoining kitchen and puts his big, ugly, brown head on the armrest
of the chair. The man sometimes absentmindedly pets the dog, but
when he does, it only lasts a minute or two. Then the dog gives up
and leaves. Sometimes, the dog spots me in the window and barks. I
hate dogs. The man doesn’t even look at the window when the dog
barks.
And then it happens. On the seventh morning, a little boy
walks into the room and stands before the man. I didn’t even know
the man had a son. I’d certainly seen no evidence of it before. The
boy asks a question. Of course, I can’t hear it, but his lips are
moving, so that’s what I assume he’s doing. The man doesn’t hear it
at first either. He keeps typing on his little laptop. The boy repeats
himself. The man still doesn’t hear. The boy’s shoulders sag. He’s
clearly dejected. I’ve seen that look a thousand times before. He
steps back and starts to walk away. “Hey!” I shout, hammering on
the glass. Tap. Ta—Tap, Tap! “Hey! What are you doing? Your
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boy’s trying to talk to you!” The man doesn’t look up, but the boy
squeals with delight, says something and points in my direction. He
turns back to the man, speaking to him. The man raises his head,
smiles and says, “That’s nice.” I can read his lips only because they
mirror what I’ve said to my own children so many times before. He
returns his attention to his laptop. The boy approaches the glass,
looks at me for a long moment, then runs off. I crane my neck to
follow him as long as I can and manage to see him skipping around
the kitchen before he vanishes. As quickly as my own kids, he’s
gone. Just like that.
The forest behind winks. The sun spins around me in a
wobbly orbit. I no longer recognize my own reflection in the
window, the red crest and long, pointed beak belong to someone
else. I cry out but my voice is no longer my own. “Hey!” the voice
shouts, hammering on the window. Tap, Ta—Tap, Tap! “What’s the
matter with you?” The man pays no attention, so I hammer harder.
“Hey! Look at yourself! What do you think you’re doing?” Ta-Tap,
Ta-Tap, Ta-Tap, Tap, Tap, Tap! Still, he keeps typing on his
precious computer. The weight of the forest presses down on me
until I see only darkness. I hammer at the window harder and harder
until I break through in a shimmering of shattered glass. It’s only
then that the man stops what he’s doing and looks up. “What the . .
.?” he starts to say. But I’m on him, my claws firmly fixing on his
nose, my beak drilling over and over into his forehead. Tap, Ta-Tap,
Tap, Ta-Tap, Tap. The man screams, tries to fight me off. But it’s
too late. I’ve broken through the hard bark to the precious grub
beneath. I don’t even know what I’m saying. It doesn’t matter. My
words are small, poor. Like the grub I eat. I know only that I must
keep hammering, hollowing him out to make another nest. If only I
can make this one bigger. Better. A place where my own emptiness
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won’t stare back. But even when I’ve hollowed him out, the voice in
my head keeps talking, tormenting me. Tap, Ta-Tap, Tap. I climb in
trying to escape all my days in my own separate species, to start
anew, hoping that perhaps this time I won’t merely be repeating
myself.
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JONATHAN KING
Forgotten
He stood in the street, the warm glow of the little noodle shop
inviting in the gathering dusk. Incongruous. Around the corner came
the sounds of collective, increasing panic. And mingled with it, the
familiar, inhuman sounds. The snarls and shrieks of his faded
nightmares. The sounds of them.
He gripped the knife, handle worn to his hand by years of chopping
leeks, carrots, choi, garlic. Years spent forgetting.
The familiar sounds approached the corner, terrified people fleeing
before them. He settled into the ready stance, because there are
things that won't be forgotten.

No matter how hard one tries.
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ROBERTA J. KNODLE
I Never Heard the Gunshot
We skated on choppy ice to the sound
Of pop music blaring over tinny speakers
Half drowned out by laughter and chatter
City street lights cast a frosty hue to the night sky
Our borrowed skates tattered black appendages
He moved with ease and grace
Spinning easily and laughing at my awkwardness
His laughter was warm and kind and gentle
We walked the night streets after
Seeking the comfort we found nestled
On cold tile floors laid between
Shelves taller than the sunflower poems we read
Piles of books scattered between us
We gasped at poems so deep we couldn’t fathom
Laughing at bright moments set down in black ink
All in subdued whisper voices even though we were alone
Time passed too quickly
We had to leave
Again we sought shelter and warmth
Finding our home in a tiny tacky coffee shop
Where hot coffee and chocolate flowed
As easily as words on the pages of books
We excitedly exchanged with each other
Engaged in some odd game of musical chairs in print
Well past midnight he walked me to the entrance of the YWCA
He was old school manners that way
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I teased him about playing the knight
Seeing the maiden safely home
While always insisting on carrying my books
We made plans for the next day and
Somewhere in our parting we laughed again
I can’t recall now what was funny then
He left me smiling
Went to his room at a men’s boarding house
Took out the handgun I never knew he had
And killed himself at age 26
I wondered if anyone thought to return the poetry books
To the library so there wouldn’t be fines to pay
I played our last evening over in my mind
I heard so many sounds
Music and chatter
Laughter and skate blades on ice
I heard his voice reading poetry to me
But I never heard the gunshot
And I never said goodbye
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Not Quite Six Again
When I was not-quite-six
I ran away, or at least
I tried.
I had no suitcase
which did not matter
since I had nothing to take.
I only wanted somehow
to leave behind the fear.
I dressed well for my trip.
Perhaps I thought someone
who lived in a house
without monsters
would let me stay
if I looked nice.
Little red plaid dress, white socks
and Sunday shoes with my favorite
navy blue sweater on a fall day.
It wasn’t long before I knew
I had nowhere to go…
only somewhere to leave.
I was found sitting
on a great big tree stump.
Just sittin’ there
swinging my legs and being lost.
Some days at just-past-sixty
I still feel like that little girl
and I want to run away again.
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Only, the monsters are mine now
and they’d go with me.
And now, I do have a suitcase
but it isn’t big enough for all the pieces
that represent friends
and memories of my life.
So, I put on old clothes.
Well-worn jeans, faded t-shirt
and grass stained sneakers with my favorite
denim work shirt on a spring day.
I wander knowingly,
down by the creek, digging wildflowers
and hoping for frogs.
You can still find me sittin’ on a stump.
But now I know the way home.
I know the old woman who lives there and
I know she’ll let me stay.
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JESS LAKE
Duisternis
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It was the hottest summer on record when Uncle Gillis found
the black liquid, and we all thought we were rich. Mama and Oma
Gertrud cooked a special meal that night as a celebration. When
Mama, Gil, and Aunt Mary went into the sitting room to drink their
chicory coffee, Oma snuck each of us a whole sugar cookie from the
Sunday tin, calling us “lieve kinderen” and ruffling our hair. I went
to bed with a full stomach for the first time I could really remember
and with crystals of sugar still dissolving on my tongue, and dreamed
we moved into a big house in town and had shoes all year round and
clothes that weren’t made from flour sacks.
That night, the black took Micha. None of us heard a noise,
not even me and Albert who shared a room with him. His bed was
empty except for a smear of the black stuff trailing from his mussed
sheets, down the stairs, and across the packed dirt of the yard. It
entered the cornfields and disappeared between the frail, stunted
stalks.
Oma shooed us up to the attic. Bunched up together at the
little circular window, we watched as Mama, Uncle Gil, and Aunt
Mary searched the outbuildings and the fields. We sweated together
in the heat of the attic, the heavy silence broken only by the buzzing
of a fly and the echoes drifting up through the open window as they
called Micha’s name down below. At midday, we sat in the kitchen
eating butter on bread and watched Gil take down the rifle from the
rack above the door. He paused to rest a hand on the shoulder of my
cousin, Albert, before stomping out of the house. I saw him through
the kitchen window as he headed past the fields, the barn, the
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paddocks, and towards the wooded area at the back of our property.
We filed past the sitting room on our way back upstairs. I
heard Mama’s low voice and Aunt Mary’s quiet sobbing, but when I
tried to peek inside, Oma cuffed the side of my head. Albert and I
watched from the attic window the rest of the afternoon while
Anneke kept our little cousin, Betje, occupied. The sun had set by
the time Gil trudged back to the house, emerging from the dark into
the circle of light cast by Oma’s lantern as she waited on the porch.
I crept down the attic ladder and inched along the stairs,
avoiding the creaky bits. Albert followed behind me, and we huddled
just beyond the door of the kitchen, watching as Oma ladled broth
into mugs for Mama and Gil. They didn’t drink it but just sat staring
at the table. I licked my lips, feeling the dry, cracked parts and
wished one of those cups was in my hands.
Gil pressed his hands to his face and then ran them through
his hair. “There was no trace of him, just… just the black.
Everywhere.”
He shuddered, and it seemed to pass from him and into my
body. I’d never seen my uncle scared before. Not even last winter
when the barn caught fire or when a wolf came out of the woods and
started dragging off one of the pigs. Sometimes, I still hear the
squealing in my nightmares, but Gil just walked out onto the porch,
aimed the rifle, and took down the wolf with a single shot.
A strangled sound escaped from Albert. He clapped a hand
over his mouth, but even in the dim hall, I could see the tears on his
cheeks. A shadow moved across the floor, and we looked up to see
Oma silhouetted in the kitchen doorway. I thought we were in for the
whipping of our lives, but she just pulled us up and held us against
her chest for a long time. At last, she released us but kept a hand on
each of our shoulders.
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“Albert,” she said. Her usual lilting speech sounded thick and
broken. Her eyes were rimmed with red. “Haal je zusje.” She pointed
at the sitting room and gave him a little shove. He ran up the stairs,
the pounding of his steps stopping abruptly, so I knew he had
reached the ladder at the far end of the hall. She turned to me. “Jij en
Anneke, haal alle dekens en kussens naar beneden.”
I nodded and hurried upstairs. Albert was descending the
ladder with his little sister squirming in his arms. Betje kept saying
“down, down,” but Albert ignored her and held her firmly. I leaned
against the ladder, looking up into the attic.
“Anneke!” I called up to my older sister. I heard the boards
creak and then her face appeared, pale against the dark but with
reddened eyes and nose. “Oma wants us to bring the blankets and
pillows downstairs. I think we’re sleeping in the sitting room.”
Her face disappeared and then her legs swung down from the
hatch, and she began climbing down. She wore a pair of our father’s
old overalls, the legs hemmed up. She’d started doing that last year,
a few months after he died, and no matter how many times Oma
shook her head and insisted “broeken zijn niet voor meisjes.”
Anneke just planted her feet and refused to change into a dress.
Mama never said anything about it, but I sometimes saw her winking
at Anneke behind Oma’s back, so I knew she didn’t really mind.
We gathered everything we could carry from the bedrooms,
except Gil and Mary’s. I started to knock, but Anneke grabbed my
arm, dropping a couple pillows, and shook her head. She let go of me
and put a finger to her lips and leaned towards the door. I pressed my
ear against the wood, and I heard my aunt’s muffled sobs. My sister
tugged on my shirt and began carrying her armful of bedding
downstairs.
We spread blankets on the floor while Albert sat on the
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settee, holding Betje on his lap. That night, I lay awake for a long
time, listening to the rumble of Oma’s snoring and watching through
the door as Mama and Uncle Gil sat up at the kitchen table drinking
a cup of chicory coffee. Gil had his rifle laid across his knees but
somehow, that made me feel more scared than safe. I scrunched my
eyes up and must have finally fallen asleep because when Betje’s
screams woke me, it was morning.
She was patting her tiny hands in a puddle of black liquid
filling the indent that Albert’s body had left on the cushions. As the
liquid oozed and dripped from her hands, Oma grabbed her and ran
out of the house. I heard the creak of the pump and water spattering
on the dry earth, followed by Betje’s shrieks. Aunt Mary came flying
down the stairs and out into the yard, her screams mingling with her
daughter’s.
The rest of us just stared at the settee and the streaks of black
leading out of the house.
Oma came inside, her nightdress and robe sopping wet. Aunt
Mary followed, clutching Betje who was still sniffling and
hiccupping as she rubbed her face with raw and reddened hands. My
skin tingled in commiseration. I had been on the receiving end of one
of Oma Gertrud’s scrub downs many times before.
Mary marched past us and up the stairs, slamming the
bedroom door behind her. As the sound faded, Uncle Gil retrieved
the rifle, and Mama, Anneke, and I trailed after him. He followed the
smears of black outside. They ran parallel to the first in a straight
line from the porch to the fields.
“Zus, take this,” he said as he turned to Mama and handed
her the rifle. “I’m going to ride to town. Get the sheriff to gather
some men.”
Mama took the gun and trained it on the corn stalks as if
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some threat would appear before her. Oma put her arm around
Anneke’s shoulders and led her back to the house as Uncle Gil
motioned for me to follow him to the barn. Despite my fears and my
worry about Micha and Albert, I was excited to finally be asked to
help Gil. We reached the barn and stepped inside. Even in the dim
light slanting through the slatted-board walls, I could see the dark
liquid plastered around Maaike’s stall. Gil started yelling for the
others. Mama got there first, with Oma and Anneke close behind.
“I checked on her last night,” Gil said in barely a whisper.
“She was here. She was fine.”
Anneke began crying, her fist pressed against her mouth to
muffle the noise. Mama hugged her and pushed her towards Oma.
Then she nodded at me and pointed at the house. We all crossed the
yard. As much as possible, I avoided looking at the lines of black on
the dusty earth. When we reached the porch, Mama turned to Gil.
“What are we gonna do now?”
“I’m still going to town. Stay in the house. All of you,” he
said. “Latch the shutters and wait. I may not make it back before
nightfall.”
With a glance up at the second floor window of the room he
shared with Aunt Mary, Gil turned and set off along the rutted dirt
road that led to town.
Oma, Mama, and Anneke spent the day scrubbing every
speck of the black stuff from the house while I brushed dirt over the
streaks of the black in the yard. Oma couldn’t get the settee clean, so
she unbolted the door just long enough for her and Mama to drag it
onto the porch. At noon, Anneke and I sat at the kitchen table eating
lettuce sandwiches and drinking several cups of water to fill our
stomachs the rest of the way. Mama went to check on Aunt Mary
and Betje, but came back down alone.
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“She won’t let me in, and she won’t come out,” Mama said as
she sat down and began spreading mayo on her bread. She piled
lettuce on it, topping it with another slice before she sighed and took
a large bite. Oma nudged me and Anneke and nodded toward the
stairs. We rose and took our water and half-finished sandwiches up
to the attic.
Anneke crossed to the little window and lifted the latch,
opening it just enough to let some fresh air into the stifling room.
“Don’t tell,” she said.
“I won’t,” I answered, shaking my head. It didn’t help much
with the heat, but once in a while, a bit of breeze would drift in and
cool the layer of sweat on my skin. We lay on the rough floor,
picking at our dry lips and listening for any sound of Gil’s return,
until Oma called us to come down for supper. Anneke carefully shut
the window and dropped the latch before we stumbled downstairs
and started shovelling bites of potatoes and pork into our mouths.
Mama ate only a few bites before piling food on a plate and
carrying it upstairs. She returned a few moments later, emptyhanded, and poured a cup of chicory coffee. Long strands of hair had
fallen from her usually neat bun and some of them were plastered
against her sweaty forehead. The rifle stood loaded in the corner by
the door, and her eyes turned towards it again and again until she
rose and laid it across her lap just the way Gil had. She leaned her
arms on the table, her shoulders drooped inward.
“I want the two of you to sleep in the attic tonight,” she said.
The thought of trying to sleep up there in the heat made me
want to groan, but the dark circles around Mama’s eyes and the deep
set of the lines on her forehead made me hold it back. I remembered
her sitting up with Gil last night, and I knew she’d wait up again
tonight, so, I nodded as Anneke said, “Yes, Mama.”
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She led us outside and stood by the outhouse with the rifle
aimed at the cornfields as we each took our turn before herding us
back into the hall. We dragged blankets and pillows up the ladder
and laid them on the floor of the attic. Anneke reached for the
window latch, looked at me, outside into the dark, and then left it
closed. I slipped in and out of nightmarish worlds through the
sweltering night, waking suddenly and reaching to touch Anneke’s
hand to reassure myself she was still there.
When the sky began to lighten to the east, we rose and risked
opening the window just long enough to cool the sweat on our faces.
Aunt Mary’s room was silent as we passed the door, but Oma and
Mama still sat at the table in the kitchen, looking as if they hadn’t
moved all night. Oma gave us a jug of water and some bread and jam
before sending us back up to the attic to watch for Uncle Gil.
As the sun inched across the sky and the heat in the attic
grew more unbearable, Anneke and I tried to keep ourselves
occupied. We played dominoes, and I counted all the corn stalks in
the field while she napped. She took over watching the road, and I
stretched out on my blanket, but it was still damp with my sweat
from last night, so I joined Anneke at the window.
At supper time, Mama came to the bottom of the ladder and
called up to us that she was going to walk down the road a little ways
and that we were to stay up there. Oma would bring us some food,
and she said to do anything Oma told us, her voice harsher than I’d
ever heard before.
I stared out the window, following her as she crossed the yard
and started down the road. The lantern she held bobbing along before
her, and I could see that she didn’t have the rifle. I wanted to shout
out the window at her to come back and get it, but I didn’t want to
get Anneke in trouble for opening it. Instead, I knelt on the floor,
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ignoring the splinters digging into my skin, and craned my head out
as far as I could so I could watch her figure as it faded into the night
and finally was blocked by a bend in the road.
My neck began to ache, and the prick of the splinters drew
blood, but I stayed half-in, half-out of the window as the sky
darkened fully and only the stars were left to give their weak light.
Anneke began tugging on my arm, telling me I had to come back
inside, but I kicked at her until she let go. She said she would tell
Oma, an empty threat, I was sure. That was when I saw the shadow
moving up the road.
“She’s coming back!” I called as I started pulling my head
back through the window.
Anneke gave a little sob and ran to the ladder. My shirt
caught on the latch, and I twisted my arms, trying to free myself. I
heard the front door open and light spilled out across the yard as
Anneke ran out.
The light glinted off the dark, swirling surface of the figure.
My sister skidded to a stop, tripping and falling to her knees. She
started to turn, her hands scrabbling at the dry earth when the black
enveloped her, leaving a void in the world. I felt the scream in my
throat but I couldn’t hear past the thundering of my heart in my ears.
The house shook as someone slammed the door, but the black figure
shot forward at the same moment. I kicked against the wall. The
latch scratched my shoulder as the fabric of my shirt tore free, and I
landed on the floor, all the air knocked out of my lungs.
Gasping, I flipped onto my belly and crawled to the ladder. I
peeked down, but there was only darkness. I heard a rifle shot and
then Oma screamed. Her voice was cut off with a strangled cry. I
dropped the hatch and pushed the bolt as far as it would go. The
ladder banged against the hatch, and my heart raced as I scrambled
back across the boards. A whimper escaped my lips, and the
pounding against the hatch grew louder. Pushing myself up, I started
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shoving wooden crates and Oma’s old suitcases over the hatch.
Turning, I saw the window still standing open, and I ran to
it, pushing it closed and latching it with shaking hands. A crash
sounded from the hallway, followed by a shudder that spread up the
wall. I thought of Oma and Betje and Aunt Mary, but I was afraid to
imagine what was happening below. I wrapped myself in a blanket,
trying to block out the sound, and curled into a corner as the banging
grew louder and shook the house beneath me.
***
A murmur of distant voices broke into the haze in my mind. I
sat up, but my head hurt so badly that I fell back over. My whole
body ached and trembled as I crawled to the window. Sunlight
streamed into the attic, and I peeked out into the yard, blinking away
the dark spots that filled my vision. A cluster of people stood at the
base of the porch. One turned around, I recognized the sheriff.
“I’m here,” I tried to say, but only a wheeze came out of my
dry throat. The jug had been empty for almost two days, and I
couldn’t even work up enough saliva to wet my cracked and
bleeding lips. I raised a trembling hand and unlocked the window,
dragging myself up until I could bang my hand against the side of
the house.
“There! Up there!” I heard the shouts and then the sound of
several people running up the stairs. I stumbled to the hatch, gasping
with the effort of shifting everything off of it. Someone was trying to
force their way in as I pulled the bolt back and the door flew in,
slamming against the pile of boxes and knocking me backwards.
The head of Preacher Brown appeared at the top of the
ladder. Without a word, he reached out, picked me up, and handed
me down to the people on the landing below.
“Fetch some water,” a woman’s voice said.
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“Oma,” I tried to say and the word cracked in my throat.
“Poor child,” someone else said. Someone carried me down
the hall. There was no sign of the black anywhere. When we passed
Aunt Mary and Uncle Gil’s, I saw the plate of food Mama had
carried up, rotting and crawling with flies. I struggled weakly against
the arms holding me and glimpsed a group of people standing around
two figures shrouded by sheets — one large and one very small. A
cry caught in my dry throat, coming out like a cough, and someone
inside quickly pulled the door closed. The man carrying me hurried
down the stairs, taking me away from the silent room.
He set me beside the pump, and the preacher’s wife fed me
several glasses of water and doused me with a full bucket, washing
off the caked sweat and dirt.
“Where’s Oma and Anneke? Where’s Mama?” I asked her,
but she just patted my face, her expression sad, and gave me an apple
and some bread before helping me climb into the back of a wagon. I
searched for the streaks of the black liquid in the yard that I had tried
to cover with dirt, but there was no sign of them. My whole body
trembled, and I huddled back against the seat of the wagon.
The preacher's wife went into the house and returned with
some of my clothes and another woman from town. They wouldn’t
answer any of my questions as they snapped the reigns and started
down the road. I watched as home shrank and disappeared. Then I
curled up on the floor of the wagon until we got to town. At the
preacher’s house, I was given milk, bread, and cheese and tucked
into a bed but still got no answers. Despite my best efforts to keep
asking questions, the soft bed and full stomach soon put me to sleep.
I awoke in the dark, Anneke’s screams echoing in my ears
and my heart pounding. I flailed against the sheets until I was free
from them. Climbing out of the bed, I opened the door, tiptoed along
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the hall, and down the stairs. The sound of low voices drew me to a
door left slightly ajar. I crouched just outside and peeked inside. The
preacher, the sheriff, and several other men and women from the
town crowded the room. The preacher’s wife was walking around
the room and filling everyone’s cups from a gleaming silver coffee
pot.
“...searched till dark, but there was no sign of the rest of
them, not even the old woman who, I’m certain, couldn’t have
walked far. Their horse was missing too, so I suppose one of them
could have taken it,” the sheriff was saying as I settled onto my
knees. His face looked pale in the electric lights of the preacher’s
sitting room, and he rubbed the back of his neck with one hand.
“Given what we found in the bedroom,” he shook his head, “I’m not
too hopeful for what else we may find, but we’ll go back out at first
light.”
The preacher’s wife paused in her pouring and said, “What
are we going to tell the boy?”
“I don’t know. Not the truth. If he were older...” The sheriff
trailed off and shrugged.
“I’ll think of something,” the preacher’s wife said. She set
down the pot, sat on the settee beside her husband, and clutched her
hands on her lap.
“We’ll need two graves, and soon,” the preacher said. “We
can’t bury them together in the cemetery. It wouldn’t be right to
place Mary next to that sweet baby.”
“Of course,” the sheriff said. “I’ll get my boys started on it
first thing tomorrow.”
“We can put the little girl beside her grandfather, at least,”
said the preacher’s wife. Her husband looked at her with a sad smile.
“Mary’s aunt and uncle have a farm in Rockville. Maybe
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they have a spot on their land,” the sheriff said as he stood. “They
might let us put her there.”
The preacher rose as well. “That would likely be best for
everyone. I’ll ride over in the morning and speak with them.”
“Poor woman must have gone mad,” the preacher’s wife said.
“When I think what might have happened to that poor boy if we
hadn’t driven out to check on the family. You know Gertrud never
misses Sunday Service.” She wrapped her arms around herself.
Several people in the room nodded, and one woman started sobbing
quietly. The sheriff picked up his hat, running his hands over the rim.
He and the preacher moved towards the door, and I backed down the
hall and hid behind a china cabinet.
The men walked to the front door and wished each other
goodnight. I remained huddled on the floor as the other people
trickled out of the house. My throat ached as the words poor woman
must have gone mad repeated themselves again and again in my
mind. If I told them what had really happened, would they call me
mad, too?
“What are you doing down here?” The preacher’s wife said.
She knelt beside me and pressed a hand against my forehead. “Well,
you don’t have a fever anymore, but you shouldn’t be out of bed.”
Without waiting for an answer from her, she took my hand
and led me upstairs. I was silent as she tucked me into bed, but when
she started to turn out the light, I cried out. The image of Anneke
swallowed by the black filled my mind and tears rolled down my
cheeks. The preacher’s wife sat on the bed next to me and brushed
my hair back.
“Poor child. It’s okay,” she said. “We can leave the light on
tonight.”
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PAULA J. LAMBERT
How to See the World: Hunger
When I first moved from Massachusetts to Indiana
I didn’t know how to see the flat black fields stretching
all around me as anything but oceans of mud. It took
time to understand the lay of that land, its change
of season, and that newly turned soil as black as that
held every promise of richness, newness, nourishment,
food. I began to see it wasn’t quite flat, that not all the
soil was so dark, that every rise or mounding, every
possible shade of brown was a different kind of soil,
meant for a different kind of planting. But while it was
still new to me, when I felt the first pangs of homesick,
a wanting that has never left, I sat down on the edge of
one of those fields next to the man I knew by now I was
destined to marry (still blessedly ignorant I was destined,
too, to divorce him) and gestured hopelessly across the
landscape. There’s nothing to see here. The bleakness
of what stretched around us matched only the bleakness
of what was inside. Nothing to look at. To his credit, he
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didn’t lash out or take my observation as insult. He said
one of the few things I ever thought wise or helpful. I’ve
been to the mountains, he said, and I also thought there was
nothing to see. Those mountains were always in the way.
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How to See the World: Thirst
It’s true that opposites attract but also true
that things can just clash, like two puzzle
pieces that look like they should fit but don’t.
They can’t be forced; you’ve tried this, I know.
Once, I married a farmer. That’s not what he
was when I met him, but it’s where he ended
up and where I did, tied like a mule to that plow.
One night, we worked the fields long past time
to go in. We worked most nights that way, but
that night, in the morbid heat, we’d not brought
enough potable water. Potable: drinkable. God
knows we had a full tank of what would save
the tender plants twisting away from the brutal
sun. It’s hard to say when we realized our own
supply would not be enough, hard to explain
how thirst turned suddenly to something it had
never been before: deadly. I saw for the first time
he was sorry, and for the first time in a long time
I could set my anger aside. All that mattered
was staying alive, truck too far away to get us
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home to the trailer, fields too far from the road
for anyone to see us if we passed out. So we
took turns with tiny sips of what we had left in
the single shared thermos. We wet our tongues
and traded, wet our tongues and traded again,
until something rose up inside me and I gulped it
all down. If someone was going to die, it wasn’t
going to be me. (How many times have I fought
for my own life? Just that once.) When he saw
what I’d done, he nodded and looked pleased,
turned back to the tanker and finished the job
himself. We didn’t die that day. Sun went down,
and we got home safely. We never stayed so late
again, but I can’t say that was the lesson learned.
It was an open door, that desperate craving, that
honestly-dying-of-thirst. It’s how it is sometimes,
how it is more often than not. There’s a will to live
and a will to let live. They need not be in opposition.
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How to See the World: Fire
Once, the first husband and I—yankee and a
yankee’s yankee—living in a trailer in a field
in the mouth of the Delta, decided to throw
a party in the yard. What I remember about
Mississippi is mostly the heat, but it must
have cooled off long enough for us to feel
like we needed a fire. I was always up for
adventure back then, had moved from
Massachusetts to Indiana, Florida to Alabama
to Mississippi. I worked as signpainter, carnie,
ice cream maker, obit writer, educator. I was
always happy, despite the sadness, some
sorrow I could never figure out. Anyway. We
had this party, this fire, and all these people
who were all so happy, too, and so sad. And
long-haired Joe said, Hey, y’all know how
to beat a fire, right? Anybody got a big enough
stick? When we found a tree branch big enough,
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he taught us how to do it, how to beat that fire,
lifting the big stick over his head and bringing it
down again hard so sparks flew everywhere:
fireworks. An orange-embered explosion of joy.
Go on and try it, he said to me. I declined, but
he told me again to go on. So I swung that stick
and swung it again, beating the fire till sparks
raged all around us, till long-haired Joe had to
pull me away: That’s enough. The party
wrapped up, guests collecting beer cans
and crock pots, calling out goodbyes. The fire
went out, everywhere except inside me. That one
is always lit now. And you’d best believe I beat
it, too, whenever I feel a party coming on. I beat
it just like Joe taught me: lifting the weight of
what I carry, bringing it down, hard, to burn.
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YVONNE HIGGINS LEACH
Fear of Abrupt Endings
The leaves and dirt blown in
through the broken-out windows
crunch under our feet. The squeak
of the splintered stairwell startles us.
Are the rotting beams complaining?
The bed blankets are turned down
as if someone rose quietly
after a calm night’s sleep.
A man’s maroon robe
hangs on the back of the door.
Old magazines piled haphazardly
near the fireplace.
Couches and recliners staged
below the cliché of the crooked
pictures that adorn the walls.
A china hutch displays
a fanfare of family relics:
wineglasses, chinaware,
a few vases, even a graduation announcement
for Thomas tucked behind a strange knickknack.
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In the kitchen a few dishes
dumped in the sink. Two photos
on the fridge—clearly Dad and daughter
fishing off a rowboat;
Mom sitting alone. Who took that photo?
A hand stopped flipping
the calendar on the wall
in September 2008. The black nubs
of cigarette butts attest
to the dull and inconsequential air.
We walk right by the basement door.
We’ve had enough of objects
leaving us with a terrible lack of fully knowing.
We shut the door quietly
as if not to disturb them.
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ERICA MANTO-PAULSON
Three Little Stones on Larkspur Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio
In my mind, I lift her whole body
into my arms like a bouquet
of flowers, my little girl in the red
wool coat with the pointed hood
pulled up over her soft brown curls,
she holds three little stones in her fist.
I remember everything about loving her—
especially how time slipped
through my fingers even
as I held her tightly in my arms,
and how I can’t recall what it was
to look into her face but I do remember
so clearly the little stones and how
she never wanted to put them down.
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The Naming of Things at Sugar Creek Park
Bellbrook, Ohio
My baby points his little finger
at a fir tree in winter— “bird”
I tell him, crouching down
to observe the red creature
he discovered shrouded
in pine needles and snow.
“Bird,” I say again
while he stares, still pointing
at the tree, his arm extended
in the cold air— rosy cheeks
and blue eyes shining.
We must name these things
for each other— the wild
creatures called “love,”
“need,” “loss.”
I will tell you what it is
when you see your red
heart flitting in front of you
on the branches
and how your eyes will sparkle,
even as it flies away.
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The Eight Year Old Boy, Once Forgotten
In the hospital room where your mother was dying,
I held the eight year old boy inside your body
to my chest while you cried— he was so beautiful
and small, shivering and afraid, wisps of damp curls
appearing in the cold sweat blooming beneath
your button down shirt. I had never seen the boy
inside you until I loosened your tie and kissed
your forehead like you were my own—
what else could I have done?
Holding your hand like a rosary, each finger a decade
of longing for the tenderness she never could give,
I understood what your mother felt on the day you were born,
the way she held you in her arms— kissing your forehead
and counting your fingers and toes the way every mother does—
full of grace, now and at the hour of our deaths.
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HERBERT WOODWARD MARTIN
Senior Trip
A mercenary is in the marrow,
in the bones of Chicago,
like a tree stripped of its leaves
and bark leaving only its roots
from which it derived its
muscular structure, that is
now, all dried and dead,
overgrown and arthritic.
Only the miserable air
hangs in this despicable place
huddling over the rattle of dead
leaves, while the sun raids
the affected ground seeking tender
reveries of long ago sweets
abandoned and left to die
on the tongue.
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What the Winter Trees Say
The wind and frost have settled in the tree outside my heart.
The squirrels have collected our letters and tied them in the
branches like leaves of memories. We speak to its bark,
its covering of history, for we want to know where we have
been, and what our future promises to be. So, we, prayerfully,
salute all trees that have been, those that are present, and those
that will come.
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Pandemic Easter
This cathedral is as empty as the tomb where Christ’s body was laid,
emptiness has its own pain; the wondering at the lost…the total loss?
Who was responsible for vacating this vacant stone?
Where shall this mother place her eyes in contemplation?
Where is the scribe who shall take responsibility for
writing their story as well as placing their names
and the relevance of their births and deaths.
Where shall a believer look?
Who shall be convicted
like the man who once
lay here?
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An Elderly Southern Politician
Watches for the results from his mansion window.
He observes the falling leaves like ballots;
he counts them one by one.
A massive mound of color falls to the ground,
they lie unresponsive, and no one gives them
the slightest attention.
They have been cast aside
like so many other irrelevant tests:
“Bull” Connor and his dogs and firehoses;
George Wallace and his bold arrogance;
Orville Faubus declaring
in the door house of schooling.
Who remembers?
What black man or woman dares forget?
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A Southern Curse From The Backwoods
Ingredients:

1 blackeye pea crushed
1 pig bladder filled with iron rust
1 snake skin with venomous speech
2 cups of ague of pain and torment
4 cups of rain from 40 days and 40 nights 2 sharp teeth from the snake’s mouth
1 bolt of lightning hot enough to drive Adam and Eve from The Garden

Mix:
The crushed pea in with the rust in the pig’s bladder
Use the lightning bolt to stir these two ingredients thoroughly
Add ague of pain and torment
Shake until there is a foam of stress and worry
Shake until all the ingredients are merged together
Nail the pig bladder and its contents on the door of an unsuspecting outhouse
Wait for several months to see if any bodies of unsuspecting individuals are found
If the community suspects something is up remove the pig bladder
If no one suspects anything is wrong, leave the pig bladder until all are dead.
Then bury the pig bladder and relax your worries
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CLAIRE MASSEY
Earth Day, 2020
I roam woods nearly empty, detour to grow distance
when human voices intrude, entertain a childish notion
that Mother Nature has decided
I should not walk alone.
Is she a hobbled crone,
struggling to follow, scarred by her rages, weary from warring
for boundaries, balance?
No, not today. She’s agile, young, as she moves beside me,
keen hearing fine tuned,
scanning only for subtle, primal music. If she winces, head covered
against our wailings, who could blame her?
At trail’s end she pauses with hand upraised, urges
Listen.
No jet engines whining, no Ditch Witches digging,
no ocean liners churning waves of white noise.
For the first time, in a long time,
she cocks a pearled, oyster shaped ear, smiles
like Mona Lisa.
Her firstborns are singing,
the whale, the sandhill crane,
the south wind surging, ebbing,
the undammed river,
murmuring.
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Those Little Words That Place You
locate you at
the junctions, the wheres where you decide the rubble goes,
deceptively unsubstantial, small in stature words you’re told
must not be left to dangle.
Prepositions are propositions for junk disposal,
nearby or underneath or close between.
Out in front obscures the view ahead.
Opt to skirt around, back away, hurtle over?
Either way, you’re propelled towards, taken for
a ride, a fool or all you’ve got in reserve.
Prepositions get a bad rap in poems.
But you could do worse than to end with
words that move you distant from,
above, astride, on top of.
Choose one to pull you through
before you’re finish line tired and Beyond
is too far to go.
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ELLEN BIRKETT MORRIS
Ecosystems
I stay in now. My life is school, the brown couch covered in a
red afghan that smells of buttered popcorn, the television, library books,
and the six rooms that make up the top floor of the duplex where I live
with my dad and brothers.
The smaller my world, the larger I imagine it, each room as an
ecosystem. The long thin living room is the plains. The bathroom is a
rainforest. The bedrooms are caves. The dining room a valley and the
kitchen, with its refrigerator freezer, a tundra.
I journey from the plains through arched doorway of the tundra
with impunity. I fill the ache in my stomach with paper thin potato
chips, bright orange cheese curls and white snack cakes covered with
thick icing. I feel a momentary rush of sugar and salt, but it wears off
quickly leaving me feeling overstuffed and disgusted at myself.
At night, in my cave, I listen. I hear the heat click on, the roar of
the furnace. I hear my stomach growling. Sometimes I hear my dad’s
snore from across the hall followed by my brothers giggling.
One night, I hear my dad in the hallway.
“Charlotte, are you still up?”
I lay quietly, hoping he’ll go away. I’m not the girl he
remembers from before. Everything is different now.
I wake up to the sun hitting my bookshelves, illuminating the
small glass box that holds a single grain of rice. The rice is carved with
the Chinese symbol for freedom, which looks like a box with a sword
stuck in it. For a moment I am okay and then I hear the clock ticking
and wonder what the day holds.
I barely miss playing outside. I don’t think about the front yard,
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the big tree whose branch I hung off of with my best friend Sheila or the
front entranceway with windows that open out, the perfect setting to
play Juliet on the balcony. I don’t think about the narrow grass that runs
along the side of the building and the way Anders and Theo and I
jogged its length playing Mod Squad.
On TV, the Mod Squad keeps kids in California safe. With Julie,
Pete and Linc on the job no one would come into the front yard
uninvited. No one would stand there and look across the street at the
girls gathered under the pink blooms of the powderpuff tree and unzip
his pants. No one would stand on my front lawn touching himself with a
grin on his face as we scream and run into Pam’s house.
Time slowed as I saw the man, and the world seemed to expand
and then telescope until the only thing I was aware of was him. I heard
the screams of the other girls. Lisa grabbed my arm and pulled me with
her. I ran with the others, but was quiet as they told their mothers what
we’d seen. I looked around the kitchen at the curtains covered with little
red roosters and at the memo board next to the phone. Milk. Bread.
Sloppy Joe mix.
Pam’s mom called the police and our parents. All the parents
showed up at once. They came in and hugged their kid and then
followed Pam’s mom into the kitchen. My dad gave me a huge hug and
then cupped my chin in his hand, searching my face.
“You okay?”
I said yeah because I couldn’t stand how worried he looked.
He held my eyes another few seconds, unconvinced. Then he
joined the parents in the kitchen.
The parents huddled together by the stove whispering. We sat on
the shag carpet in front of the television and turned the sound down
hoping to hear what the grown-ups were saying. I heard Lisa’s mom say
the word flasher. Pam’s mom brought out a bowl of chips. Nobody ate
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a thing.

A police woman came in and interviewed us. She had a blond
ponytail and looked a little like a grown-up Marcia Brady. Bossy, but
cool.
“What do you remember about him?”
“He had blond hair and a creepy smile,” said Pam.
“Brown pants,” volunteered Amy.
“Any distinguishing marks?”
His penis was red, but I wasn’t going to say that.
“He was wearing brown shoes,” said Lisa.
“I think she meant scars or birthmarks or something,” I said.
Pam had a large red birthmark on her hand. She put her hand in
her pocket.
“Nothing I could see from across the street,” said Lisa.
Dad walked me home. I showed him where the man had stood,
between the front entranceway and the tree. I could almost see the
man’s outline, the shadow self he left behind that keeps me from going
outside now. It was like when you turn off the television and the images
on it narrow down into a single dot and you see that dot for a while
afterwards, even when the screen goes black.
The next morning I made it out to the sidewalk before my heart
started to pound. I stepped back inside the front entrance and closed the
door. The linoleum floor was peeling up in one corner. The paint was
flaking off the window pane. I checked the latches on the window and
put my hand against the pane, gasping for air. This had been my castle.
I watched the kids laughing and talking at the bus stop. I waited
for the bus to pull up and ran to join them. I sung the theme to Batman
inside my head so I wouldn’t think of anything else.
Na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na,
na, na, na, na, na, na, na, Batman!
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For the first week, I made excuses to Sheila, who had been home
sick on the day that it happened. She wondered why I didn’t want to
meet her at the candy store. I didn’t want her to think I was afraid.
Finally, I told her.
“I’m not going out anymore, except to school. I have to go there
because it’s the law.”
“Oh Char. Don’t let that jerk scare you.”
“I’m not scared. I’m being careful. It happened on MY LAWN.”
“I know it feels dangerous, but we’ll be together. I’ll look out
for you.”
“Not happening,” I said.
I was sitting on the edge of my bed and Sheila came and sat
beside me and patted me slowly on the back. I had seen her mother do
the exact same thing to Sheila when we were little and she had skinned
her knee. I lost my mom when I was four, so I notice other people’s
moms more than most people.
That week I gave Sheila some money and she showed up at my
door with a sack of candy—tootsie rolls, Mary Janes, smarties and
suckers. We played board games and listened to the radio. When she
left to go home she asked me to walk her out. She urged me onto the
sidewalk and walked backwards waving as I gulped for air.
“Call me when you get home.”
“Will do.” She smiled and turned and walked up the street like
there was nothing to be afraid of.
***
Each day was the same. I sang cartoon theme songs to myself as
I ran to the bus so I wouldn’t think of anything else. Each afternoon, I
ran from the bus to the front door with my key in hand. I made sure
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Sheila was watching from the bus window. By the time I got in the
entryway, locked the door and turned to wave the bus was already gone.
The longer I stayed inside the smaller my room seemed. The
familiar pink walls no longer delighted me. I noticed the sag in my bed.
I found myself looking under the bed and in the closet for intruders. I
grew irritable at my books for having been so well read that they were
now boring. I noticed that the plots of the sitcoms on television were all
the same dumb misunderstandings.
Also, I was missing stuff. I missed movies and trips to the
bowling alley. Dad didn’t say anything, or pressure me to go out, but I
could see him watching me.
I couldn’t bring myself to cross the street to go to Pam’s
birthday party. Anders and Theo said they would walk me over, but I
knew that the view from her porch was my front yard where that guy
had been just three weeks earlier. Who’s to say he wasn’t lurking
outside waiting for me to come out?
I watched kids go inside and wondered if they were playing
board games or listening to records. Sheila came over when it was done.
She described the party in detail and brought me a slightly squished
piece of birthday cake in a napkin that read Celebrate!
The next morning Dad said he was picking me up from school. I
had an appointment with Dr. Leon, a child psychologist. People on TV
called psychologists head shrinkers, which made me think of a witch
doctor living deep in the jungle. I wondered if he’d show me Rorschach
cards like I saw on television once. If he did, I decided in advance that I
would say they all looked like butterflies.
Dr. Leon’s office was paneled in dark wood. A cave, I thought
to myself. Dr. Leon was a bear of a man, with a bushy beard and deep
voice. When Dad and I sat down, he excused himself saying he needed
a minute to “get his head together.” I heard the whoosh of the toilet
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through the walls and smiled at Dad.
When he joined us, Dr. Leon smiled at me and made a steeple
with his fingers.
“Your dad told me you’ve been having a hard time, Charlotte.”
I nodded, afraid that I would cry if I spoke.
“You want to tell me what happened?”
“Not really,” I said. Then I laughed, my throat so tight that it
came out like a bark.
He leaned back.
“We were in Pam’s yard, me, Pam, Amy and Lisa. We were
talking about nothing. I picked a puff ball off the tree and was rubbing it
across my hand. I had just started running it across Lisa’s arm when I
noticed the guy standing in my front yard. He had on business clothes, a
button-up shirt, no tie, brown pants, and brown shoes. He looked at us
and then walked around each side of the building to make sure that no
one was around.”
“How did that make you feel?”
I looked at my dad before answering. Dad smiled at me and
nodded.
“Nervous. Something was off about him.”
“You have good instincts. Trust them. What happened next?”
“He came back to the hill facing us and unzipped his pants and
pulled it out. I screamed. We ran.”
The bear’s face was a blur in my vision, but I could tell he was
taking notes.
“How did that make you feel?”
“Scared.”
“Being scared is a natural response,” said Dr. Leon.
I resisted the urge to say “no duh.”
“It’s more than fear. It’s like he invaded my space.”
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“That’s right. He was in your yard. Although I bet he didn’t
know that.”
I felt some small relief.
Do you know what they call people like that man?”
“Perverts,” I said.
Dr. Leon laughed.
“You could call him that, but he is also an exhibitionist. These
are people who are sick, who feel compelled to show themselves in
inappropriate way.”
“Gross.”
“It is gross, but it is usually harmless. They get a thrill from
behaving inappropriately and they rarely take it any further.”
“I understand, but he was on MY LAWN,” I said.
I cried so hard my body shook. Dr. Leon passed me a box of
tissue. Dad placed his hand on my head and kept it there.
“Yes, he was. Unfortunately these sorts of things can happen
anywhere. The more we understand the behavior of the person the
easier it is to put their actions in context.”
We made an appointment to come back in a week. Dr. Leon
gave me an assignment to walk outside and increase my number of
steps away from the house by five each day.
***
The next day I asked Anders to watch from the window. I left
the front entrance and took each step slowly, my fingertips brushing the
wall. I looked at the grooves in the bricks. My insides felt like they were
being rubbed across the rough surface of the wall.
One. What if he’s around the side of the house?
Two. My heart is beating so hard I might have a heart attack.
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Three. What if he grabs me?
Four. What if he makes me touch it?
I looked up to see Anders giving me a thumbs up.
Five. What if I die here?
I was a few feet from the doorway. I turned toward the wall and
walked back towards the door clinging to the wall with my fingertips.
Each day it was the same. I was barraged by thoughts. My heart
pounded and my hands shook. I kept looking for the context Dr. Leon
had mentioned.
***
At my next appointment, Dr. Leon told me that when he was a
boy he was afraid of spiders.
“I saw a big spider in the bathroom one night and became so
afraid that I didn’t want to go into the bathroom. I no longer enjoyed
taking a bath. I would rush to use the toilet. One night I was so afraid
that I wet the bed.”
I fought the urge to laugh.
“When a fear interrupts your life it becomes a phobia,” said Dr.
Leon. “A phobia is an outsized fear, a fear that doesn’t have any basis in
reality. If my bathroom had been full of poisonous snakes that would be
one thing, but this was a little spider.”
At home Theo is always careful to pick up any spiders, carry
then to the front door and set them down gently. When I asked him why
he does it, he said “karma.”
“How did you get over your fear?” I asked.
“I replaced my scary thoughts with encouraging ones. I made
myself go into the bathroom and stay for longer periods. I decided I
wouldn’t let the fear run my life. My fear was based on the anticipation
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of what the spider might do rather than anything it did do.”
I kind of knew what he meant by that. It was about seeing what
is rather than worrying about what could be. That night I made a mental
list of all the good things outside – the violets on the lawn, the tree
branch that Sheila and I used to hang off of, the rows of candy at the
Convenience Store. I remembered sledding down the street with my
dad, his arms around me, and playing keep away with Anders and Theo
in the yard, laughing so hard we could barely stand up.
***
I was up to 35 steps, which took me out the front door and
halfway across the lawn. My heart still raced, but I told Anders he
didn’t need to watch from the window anymore. With each step, I told
myself that I was safe.
One afternoon, I stood on the lawn after taking my steps and
looked across the street at Pam’s house and up the hill to Amy’s house.
I almost felt safe. Then I saw a man walking down the sidewalk in my
direction. I ran to the front entrance and locked the deadbolt. I crouched
down below the window frame and peeked out at the man. I recognized
Amy’s grandfather as he walked past. He’d taught us how to throw
overhanded and how to play marbles. He’d told me I was a
“crackerjack.” I stayed down, hoping that he hadn’t seen me run inside.
I felt ashamed, not fearful, then. I walked back upstairs and passed
Anders and Theo playing backgammon at the kitchen table.
“You want the next game?” asked Theo.
“No.”
I went into my room, pulled back the covers and got in clothes
and all. I pulled the sheets over my face and waited to feel better.
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***
It was a gorgeous Saturday. Dad opened the windows to let the
breeze come in. I lay on the couch imagining all the fun things my
friends were doing. After the grandad incident, I was taking a few days
off from going outside.
The apartment was too quiet. I walked through the rooms. They
were no longer eco-systems, just boring old rooms full of boring old
stuff.
“Dad . . . Anders . . . Theo,” I called.
They wouldn’t leave without telling me. Sounds of laughter
came in through the open window. I stood at the sill.
New purple patches of violets dotted the lawn. Blankets were
spread across the grass, set with picnic food. Sheila and her dad stood
below talking with my dad. Anders and Theo played catch with Amy’s
little brother. Amy and Pam and Lisa spun Hula Hoops in circles
around their waists. Their parents stood in small groups chatting nearby.
Somebody turned on a transistor radio.
The noise, the happiness, took up all the space. There was no
room for shadows. Sheila gestured for me to join them. I opened the
door and hurried down the steps. When I reached the entryway, I took a
deep breath and ran across the lawn to my friends.
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SCOTT ROSS
August 4, 2019 to Whenever
--for MB
Add shoes to the pile that grows like an anthill.
We lose shoes from running, from falling
like cut cornstalks in a freshly harvested field.
In the end, hunter or hunted, we return to shapes.
Dark hills in winter landscapes. Felled trees.
Hushed mounds of once swaying bodies.
The air splits with babbling words, with voices
honed deadly by years of bitter tug and pull.
On the ground we direct our first roars and quakes
toward gods and goblins, neighbors and strangers.
In the chaos clouds we hover, confused helicopters
spitting fire instead of water on worlds we’ve destroyed.
You’re washing glasses when the world cracks.
You’re sipping a margarita, extra lime, no salt.
You’re waving to a shape appearing across the street
that could be equal part friend or destroyer.
You’re waiting for a tomorrow cut short with a scythe.
You’re tumbling to the ground like a child’s broken toy.
In the end, the world spins in its unchanging cycle.
In the end, hunter or hunted, we return to shapes.
In the end, in these hundreds of scorched battlefields
where we eat and drink and fuck and laugh and die,
we plant young women in blood warm concrete
like they are starved sunflowers screaming for water.
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RACHEL WOLF
Paracosm
My eyelids kiss & here,
I am lucid –
An architect of daydreams,
gentle constructs built in between
the words we never spoke
& the letters we didn’t send,
structures woven from copper and cotton
as picturesque as they are temporary.
Where home is a Scrabble board
with the word “silhouette” sprawled out
for 13 points
& desire are the strings your fingers wear
so that I may guide your hand to my mouth
once more,
your knuckles the receiving end of a seashell phone call
as I whisper your name,
"Marionette."
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Sandstorm
There are nights when
Insomnia slips me on
like an old coat
& his cufflinks glitter against
the oil slick of evening,
a subtle warning of
the weight of a presence
soon to be felt,
troublesome and heavy.
“ARE YOU AWAKE?”
The slither of a whisper
forces its way
betwixt teeth like knives,
& nestle with a cold prickle
into the grooves of my mind,
shadowboxing vagrant ghosts
until paralysis strokes my
myriad of muscles singularly & gently,
then all – with force – at once.
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Phantacy
A kettle screams with the air of
stolen breaths from petite lungs
& the scent of honeysuckle opens doors to
a home built on Memory Lane
as effortlessly as the ink spills from the well
when my hand is made to tremble.
The small of my back tends to ache
when I recall the shape of your hand there and
right before the rains -I did always feel your pain in my bones,
the same storm in a different place.
A final pour of honey-soaked tea
spills into the cup you forged from
the broken keepsakes we lost then found
& I am small enough to swim there now
A sip away from drowning.
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Flight 104
I awoke in a terminal
with a single seat,
neon letters dancing behind my eyes
“no vacancy”
& the hands on your watch
stop, like I’ve arrived.
A matchbox car is idling outside
with a clock that runs
a minute behind no matter what -& I can relate.
A papier-mâché engine sleeps
under the hood,
Stirred by the curves of
zeroes and ones
that make up binary memories.
And in the right order
they’ll move what was once stagnant.
001001100
So I’m crunching the numbers
and counting the ways
that the braille of my goosebumps
could spell out your name.
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Tin Roof
A memory fleeting sings through
the golden tips of switch grass that
hearken my mind back to the way
your lips could whisper against my
own, painting my breath with the
lavender air of your roseate tongue &
permeating my bones with the
perpetual glow of waning warmth that I
have come to expect from the wavering
gaze of a candle’s faint flame
decorating the walls with only its hues
& catching the glass of the pane by
the door, where a willow stands weeping
expelling the charm of a dying light
in trembling arms.
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CONTRIBUTORS
CATHY ALLMAN entered the writing field as a reporter after
attending the school of Cinema and Television at the University of
Southern California. She later earned an MFA from Manhattanville
College. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in dozens of
journals, including Blue Earth Review, Bluestem Magazine, Broad
River Review, California Quarterly (CQ), Coachella Review and
many others. Her poem, “Not in the Wonder Box” has been
nominated for a Pushcart Prize.
MARK BELAIR’s poems have appeared in numerous journals,
including Harvard Review, Michigan Quarterly Review, and Poetry
East. He is the author of seven collections of poems, most recently
the companion volumes Taking Our Time and Running Late (Kelsay
Books, 2019). Please visit www.markbelair.com
KATE BRUCE has been writing poetry ever since her American
Literature professor suggested she major in English at Miami
University many years ago. A senior student, she regularly takes
poetry classes at Sinclair to stay in practice and build a body of
work. Kate had a career as an advertising copywriter and has had
several titles published in non-fiction. She belongs to two book clubs
and her favorite quote is from Emerson, a definition of soul: " it is a
watcher more than a doer, and it is a doer only that it may the better
watch."
ABBY CAPLIN was a finalist for the 2018 Rash Award in Poetry,
semi-finalist for the 2018 Willow Run Poetry Book Award, nominee
for the 2018 Sundress Best of the Net Award, honorable mention for
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2017 Quercus Fall Poetry Book Award, award recipient of the San
Francisco Poets Eleven 2016, and finalist for the 2015 Anna
Davidson Rosenberg Poetry Award. Her poems have appeared in
Alyss, apt, Canary, Catamaran, Dunes Review, Love’s Executive
Order, Mudlark Flash, Salt Hill, TSR: The Southampton Review,
These Fragile Lilacs, Third Wednesday, Tikkun, and others. She is a
physician practicing Mind-Body medicine in San Francisco. http://
abbycaplin.com.
HOLLY DAY’s poetry has recently appeared in Asimov’s Science
Fiction, Grain, and Harvard Review. Her newest poetry collections
are In This Place, She Is Her Own (Vegetarian Alcoholic Press), A
Wall to Protect Your Eyes (Pski’s Porch Publishing), Folios of Dried
Flowers and Pressed Birds (Cyberwit.net), Where We Went Wrong
(Clare Songbirds Publishing), Into the Cracks (Golden Antelope
Press), and Cross Referencing a Book of Summer (Silver Bow
Publishing), while her newest nonfiction books are Music Theory for
Dummies and Tattoo FAQ.
BENJAMIN GOLDMAN (a.k.a. Dr. “Wild” Ben Goldman), author
and serial entrepreneur, is an expert of change: societal,
organizational, and personal. His work has led to a new social
movement (environmental justice), a Presidential Executive Order
and a Supreme Court victory (a precedent overturned by Citizens
United v. FEC). Dr. Goldman’s Ph.D. from New York University is
in public administration specializing in risk analysis. Some of his
prior books include The Truth About Where You Live (Times Books),
Deadly Deceit (with Jay M. Gould, Four Walls Eight Windows),
Hazardous Waste Management (Island Press), and Discounting
Human Lives (Averbury). He’s also written for The Nation,
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Environment, Sierra Magazine, Longevity, In These Times, and other
journals. He’s won numerous awards for his work as an activist,
scholar, and artist, which has also received extensive coverage from
The New York Times, Washington Post, USA Today, ABC, CNN,
NPR, and other media outlets.
PETER GRANDBOIS is the author of ten books, the most recent of
which is half-burnt (Spuyten Duyvil, 2019). His poems, stories, and
essays have appeared in over one hundred journals. His plays have
been performed in St. Louis, Columbus, Los Angeles, and New
York. He is the Poetry Editor for Boulevard magazine and teaches at
Denison University in Ohio. You can find him at
www.petergrandbois.com.
JONATHAN KING lives in Cincinnati with his wife and son, where
he works in the engineering services industry. He is an avid reader
of sci-fi and fantasy and has been writing short fiction primarily in
those genres for as long as he can remember.
ROBERTA J. KNODLE is a country woman residing in Preble
County. She thrives on nature; raising butterflies, bullfrogs, and
flowers in her garden keeps her happy. She is a Lifelong Learner at
Sinclair, and continues to seek ways to learn and to celebrate all that
being an old woman means. She has been published previously in
Flights.
JESS LAKE grew up in four countries on two continents and, by a
strange series of events, ended up settling in Dayton, Ohio where she
lives with her partner, an exuberant puppy, and an exasperated cat.
She won first place in fiction in the 2018 Sinclair Community
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College Writing Contest, and her short fiction was recently published
in The Coffin Bell Journal. Follow her on Twitter @JessLakeAuthor.
PAULA LAMBERT, a native of Massachusetts and graduate of
Butera School of Art in Boston, worked as a sign painter in Indiana,
Florida, and Alabama before earning her BA and MA from the
University of Alabama at Birmingham. She went on to earn her
MFA from Bowling Green State University, teaching composition
and creative writing at the college level for a total of twenty years in
Alabama, Mississippi, and Ohio. Lambert has been recipient of two
Ohio Arts Council Individual Excellence Awards and two Greater
Columbus Arts Council Artist in the Community Resource Grants.
She has twice been a fellow of the Virginia Center for Creative Arts.
She owns Full/Crescent Press, a small publisher of poetry books and
broadsides, through which she has founded and supported numerous
public readings and festivals that support the intersection of poetry
and science, including the annual Sun & Moon Poetry Festival.
Author of several volumes of poetry, the poems in this issue of
Flights are from her forthcoming collection How to See the World
(Bottom Dog Press 2020).
YVONNE HIGGINS LEACH spent decades balancing a career in
communications and public relations, raising a family, and pursuing
her love of writing poetry. Her first collection of poems is called
Another Autumn. Her latest passion is working with shelter dogs. She
splits her time living in Vashon and Spokane, Washington. For more
information, visit www.yvonnehigginsleach.com
ERICA MANTO-PAULSON’s poetry has appeared most recently in
Belt Publishing’s forthcoming Dayton Anthology and the inaugural
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issue of The Northern Appalachian Review. She was first place
winner of the 2020 Dayton Metro Library poetry contest, and her
poetry has been featured on WYSO’s Conrad’s Corner as well as the
widely acclaimed Cincinnati Poet Laureates' project, Postcards From
the Pandemic. Erica is a lifelong Ohioan (and proud Daytonian) who
finds inspiration for her poetry in the fertile fields of her home state,
drawing on a deep connection to the surrounding world. When not
writing, Erica is a doula and enjoys gardening and cooking in her
Centerville home with her husband and their large, blended gaggle
of seven children.
HERBERT WOODWARD MARTIN recently published his tenth
volume of poetry, The Shape of Regret, with The Wayne State
University Press. World Premieres: Nobody Know by The Harlem
String Players with Kenneth Overton, Baritone, and Five Lyric
Pieces read by the poet with The Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra. He
is Professor Emeritus at the University of Dayton.
CLAIRE MASSEY has prose and poetry published or forthcoming
in Panoply, Persimmon Tree, The Dead Mule and The Avalon
Literary Review, among others. Her short story was chosen to be
read on Tennessee public radio. She was a selection editor for the
2019 edition of The Emerald Coast Review. As a founding member
of In Our Write Minds, she celebrates and supports student,
emerging and experienced writers.
ELLEN BIRKETT MORRIS is the author of Lost Girls, a short story
collection. Her fiction has appeared in Shenandoah, Antioch Review,
Notre Dame Review, South Carolina Review, and Santa Fe Literary
Review, among other journals. She is a winner of the Bevel Summers
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Prize for short fiction. Morris is a recipient of a 2013 Al Smith
Fellowship from the Kentucky Arts Council in support of her fiction.
SCOTT ROSS is a writer, artist and bartender who has been
previously published in Flights and other poetry journals.
RACHEL WOLF is a Dayton native who is currently pursuing her
RN through Sinclair. Writing and reading cast their charms on her at
an early age, and spellbound she remains.
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